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Provisional Programme  

All workshops will take place at 18:00 UK time 

21 September 2020: Exploring the role of sports journalism 

‘Transnationalism and the “idea of sport” in the work of Willy Meisl, “King of the Sports 
Journalists” ’, Jon Hughes (Royal Holloway, University of London) 
 
‘« Entre journalisme et littérature sur 7 500 signes »: Lance Armstrong and suiveur reporting in 

Libération, 1999-2013’, Hugh Dauncey (Newcastle University) and Ruadhán Cooke (NUI 

Galway).  

‘ “The world was shown that a country called Colombia exists”: press narratives of nation 

around Colombia’s first appearance in the World Cup in Chile 1962’, Peter Watson (University 

of Leeds) 

20 October 2020: Athletic bodies and identity 1 

‘The Dynamics of race and ethnicity in Egan’s Boxiana’, Thomas Campbell (Durham University) 

‘Jam or bend the knee: crossing views on how to read wrestling in The Wrestler and Sultan’, 

Tanguy Philippe (Université de Nantes) 

‘ “Be the story”: the story of basketball as narrated by the NBA 2K videogame series’, Yann 

Descamps (Université de Franche Comté) 

‘Power play: hockey and the politics of bodies on ice’, Jaclyn Meloche (University of Windsor)  

16 November: Sport, memory and identity 

‘Local heroes, global icons: rootedness and relatedness in French sports writing’ Phil Dine (NUI 

Galway) 

‘Visions of sport, rural life and nostalgia in French film’, Jonathan Ervine (Bangor University) 



‘Barry Hines and the “lost” football film’, David Forrest (University of Sheffield) 

14 December 2020: Gender, bodies and sports writing 

‘Rolling with the boys: establishing male networks of sociability in 19th-century French cycling 

literature’, Martin Hurcombe (University of Bristol) 

‘Mutilés de guerre et champions du ring: Boxing, disability and the representation of masculinity in 

French modernism’, Austin Hancock (Princeton University)  

‘ “Serving like a girl”: tennis and gender in the writings of Suzanne Lenglen’, Roxanna Curto 

(University of Iowa) 

11 January 2021: Creating sporting legacies: processes and identification 

‘National identity, myth and sports heroes’, Keith Parry (Bournemouth University) 

‘Media narratives of the Murray legacy’, John Harris (Glasgow Caledonian University) 

‘Playing ball: the relationship between the state and FIFA in South Africa 2010’, Yankho Likaku  

(University of Pretoria) 

8 February 2021: Space and Place in Sporting Narratives 

‘Sport Narratives and Provincial Space in Contemporary Russian prose’, Anni Lappela 
(University of Helsinki) 

‘Putting Munster on the map: writing and visualising the Munster rugby narrative in Irish media, 

player autobiographies and retrospective commemorations’, Marcus Free (Mary Immaculate 

College, University of Limerick) 

‘Colombian cycling narratives: historical conjunctures, national identities, and global projections’, 

Mauricio Borrero (St John’s University, Queens, NY) 

‘Going Vertical: power and influence in Russian sports cinema’, Seán Crosson (NUI Galway) 

8 March 2021: Routine unpredictability: narrating everyday football stories in three 

British novels 

‘“Mr Bryan Johnson is reporting your game for us today”: the unfortunate novelist, the match 

reporter and the search for truth’, Dilwyn Porter (De Montfort University) 

‘“A hard and relentless task which goes on and on like a river”: the art of repetition in David 

Peace’s Red or Dead’ (Alan McDougall, University of Guelph) 

‘Homosexuality and English football academies: An analysis of A Natural (by Ross Raisin)’, Rory 

Magrath (Solent University, Southampton) 

 

 


